INVITATION TO

PARTICIPATE

South African Geophysical Association’s
17 th Biennial Conference & Exhibition
The Conference’s Organising Committee invites you to
the 17 th Biennial SAGA Conference & Exhibition to be
held within Sun City from the 28 th of November to the
1 s t of December 2022. With the world recovering
from the Covid-19 health and economic crisis,
“RECONNECT . REIMAGINE” has been chosen as the
event’s theme. Not only did pandemic-related lock
downs disrupt most global economies, they also
accelerated deep change in supply chains to key
global sectors such as mineral exploration, mining,
energy, environment, and techno logy.
SAGA 2022 presents a unique opportunity to
reconnect across the industry to discover as well as
share emerging technologies and research discoveries
with one of the world's leading assemblies of
geoscientists, young professionals, decision makers,
and technical experts.

Our venue, Sun City, is located along the border of
the Pilanesberg National Park, in the North West
Province of South Africa – a premier conference venue
with all that Africa has to offer. Conveniently situated
just 2 ½ hours’ drive from Johannesburg’s
OR Tambo International Airport, it provides a serene
atmosphere and contemporary style to the
17 th Conference & Exhibition.

The theme of “RECONNECT . REIMAGINE” broadly
aims to promote new thinking, innovation and
expansion to collaborate more closely with other
disciplines. Authors are encouraged to challenge
conventional solutions and showcase cutting-edge
methods and applications which can bring about
effective solutions for the future.

#17SAGA
2022

YOUR PAPER IN THE PROGRAM
The technical sessions span all aspects of exploration,
mining and engineering geophysics and are an ideal
platform to engage directly with colleagues, clients
and industry experts to develop thinking, share
knowledge and showcase one’s brand with:
•

Geophysicists, geologists, hydrologists & engineers

•

Minerals exploration & mining companies

•

Government stakeholders & geological surveys

•

Geoscience consultants & service providers

•

Geophysical contractors

•

Geoscience researchers

•

Petroleum companies

•

Mathematicians

•

Software developers

•

Academics & young professionals

•

Associated professional societies

Authors are welcome to submit their abstracts
directly to abstracts@sagaconference.co.za

PROUDLY IN PARTNERSHIP
•

SEG, ASEG, EAGE & KEGS

•

GSSA, SAIMM & WiMSA

•

SACNASP & MMP

#17SAGA
2022

CALL FOR WORKSHOPS
SHOW UP . SHOW CASE . INSPIRE
Realize value in sharing knowledge with the global
community, secure your workshop opportunities at
#17SAGA2022, space is limited for 28 November so
book your place now. Contact our Technical
Committee via technical@sagaconference.co.za

Amazing
science to keep
you informed

Keep a look out for workshop registration options on
the event website.

EXHIBITION & TRADE SHOW
An integral component of the event is the exhibition &
trade show which has steadily grown at each event –
this year’s venue provides world class facilities
allowing both exhibitors and delegates to interact in
style.

GEO-SAFARI

Hosted on the doorstep of the largest mineralis ed and
mined province in the world, the show provides a one
stop shop for all the best geophysical products and
professional services drawn from across the globe –
exploration and mining, geology and engineering
professionals cannot afford to miss out !

FIELD TRIPS NOT TO BE MISSED
The Conference will host a number of field trips, with
the natural geological heritage and biodiversity of the
local region, these are a must!
With the BIG FIVE Pilanesberg National Park
surrounding Sun City and located within the alkali
igneous complex of the same name , one cannot
depart without taking in the natural splendour which
this jewel of the African landscape has to offer.
Sun City is also nestled on the western limb of the
world famous Bushveld Igneous Complex . Discovered
in 1897, it hosts the largest known deposits of PGE’s
and numerous other economic minerals – touring an
active mine site providing an excellent opportunity to
witness first-hand the mining industry at work.

BOOK NOW

BUSHVELD
MINE VISIT

